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"Helping you 
put knowledge 
to work" 
The 
Ribbons and winners 
By Jerry Minchow, 4-H dad 
When I returned home after attending our county fair, I went into 
our son's room. I opened his keepsake box containing, among other 
things, award ribbons of white, red, blue and purple. As I looked 
through this collection of his, I began to imagine what they might be 
used for someday. I suspect that they might be brought out to show 
the flrst child of his not to be disappointed over receiving a white or 
red ribbon, in a contest or competition. He would probably tell the 
child, as we had told him, that no matter what the color of the 
ribbon, he was still a winner to us. Ifhe honestly tried his very best 
at whatever he attempted, that was all we needed to make us proud 
of him. 
I mention this in this letter, because I observed too much 
importance being placed on ribbons and winning by some parents 
and even some kids at the fair. Maybe some parents lose sight of 
the fact that these are kids, and they are there to learn and, hope-
fully, have fun doing it. This is important to remember because 
they are not kids for long, and for some, it may be a short time 
indeed. For you see, our son's room is empty now. He died at 17. 
He will not be telling his children that no matter what the color of 
the ribbon, they are still a winner and he is proud of them. His 
ribbons serve no purpose now, except as memories to his mother and 
me. But, maybe, just maybe, through this letter, they will tell their 
story. (AMM) 
Bartos named Extension Educator 
in Lancaster County 
Lorene Bartos, a veteran of 20 
years experience in youth educa-
tion, has been named extension 
educator--home economics in 
Lancaster County, effective June 
21. 
The appointment was approved 
by the University of Nebraska 
Board of Regents. Bartos'selec-
tion was announced by Lyle 
Hermance, president of Lancaster 
County Extension Board and Loyd 
Young, director of the NU South-
east Extension District. 
Nebraska, Bartos holds a B.S. 
degree in home economics educa-
tion and extension and a M.S. 
degree in human development and 
the family from the University of 
Nebraska - Lincoln. She began her 
career in 1973 as a 4-H aide and in 
1976 was named extension 
assistant, 4-H. 
Bartos has received the Pro-
gram Excellence Award from the 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Association and the Kiwanis 
Newcomer ofihe Year Award. 
She is currently the president-elect 
of the Lincoln Center Kiwanis 
Club. She remains active in 4-H, 
American Legion Auxiliary and 
Cornhusker Girls State. 
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4-H is a family tradition 
A third generation of the 
Dwayne and Joan Wittstruck 
family have been preparing for the 
Lancaster County Fair. They are 
following the tradition established 
by their grandfather, Dwayne, 
when he took his ftrst chicken to 
the fair. The fair is an exciting 
time of the year, but it is the day-
to-day involvement with the 4-H 
program that continues to build the 
skills, leadership qualities and 
commitment to the community 
found in generations of 4-H 
families like the Wittstrucks. It is 
not unusual to flnd older members 
of a family still actively involved 
in 4-H even though their days of 
exhibiting at the fair and partici-
pating in a club are over. Former 
4-H members give their time to be 
club and project leaders, fair 
superintendents and judges. In 
addition"they serve on 4-H 
emtU(f;Us, 1M 66MdSMd ektenSiOn 
boards. Beyond this involvement 
Former Henny Penny 4-H Poultry Club member, Dwayne Wittstruck, 
clutches one of his many clucks, this one an Araucana crossbreed. 
in 4-H the~ are succe,ssfui farmers . buMfte~§m Ii !llf(! women. coni:Inu- ' 
nity leaders and educators. The 
Witt.mJ!ckshildren Mg-CreW. 
and Lon were actively involved in 
4-H as youth and are now engaged 
...---------------------------, in successful careers. They 
continue the tradition by getting 
their children in 4-H, much as their 
parents did with them. 
4-H is centered in the home and 
family. Members and parents 
often attend meetings together. 
Project work takes place at home 
in the yard or around the kitchen 
table with guidance from mom or 
dad, an older brother or sister, a 
neighbor, a friend or a grandpar-
ent. All these activities involve 
growing together and strengthening 
the family. 4-H creates a commu-
nity for learning: "learning by 
exploring, by doing, and by 
receiving feedback." 
The tradition builds. 4-H 
Members of the extended Wittstruck family look on as county 4-H mothers, fathers and grandparents 
Extension Assistant, Dave Swarts checks the growth rate of this remain in the forefront, sharing the 
Guernsey heifer. skills they have acquired with new 
~--------------------------' generations. Strong, dedicated, 
Bartos' program emphasis in 
the new position will be environ-
mental education, family life and 
well-being. She will serve as a 
team member of the Metro 
Extension Programming Unit. 
Bartos replaces Esther Wyant, who 
retired last year after 30 years of 
service. 
County Fair Alert-Farmland Building activities moved to Ag Hall unique families are the cornerstone of 4-H. Why not get your family 
or yourself involved in 4-H? We 
invite you to join. 4-H not only 
provides opportunities for youth to 
grow, but it's also an excellent 
chance for adult volunteers to 
sharpen their skills and work with 
youth who will become the leaders 
of tomorrow. (AMM) 
Bartos has served the past year 
as extension assistant in family and 
consumer resources and the 
previous nineteen years as exten-
sion assistant in 4-H, all with 
Lancaster County. 
A native of St. Edward, 
As a result of construction on 
the Farmland Building, all events 
scheduled at the county fair for the 
Farmland Building have been 
moved to Ag Hall. The events 
affected include: 
• 4-H Household Pets check in 
Wed., Aug 4,9:00 a.m. 
University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507 
• 4-H Household Pets judging 
Wed., Aug. 4,10 a.m.-12 p.m. 
• Health Awareness Day 
Thurs., Aug. 5, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
• 4-H Cat entries (long hair) 
Sat., Aug. 7, 7:35-8: 15 a.m. 
• 4-H Cat Show (long hair) 
Sat., Aug. 7, 8:30 a.m. 
Non-l1'otit Organization 
U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit No. 537 
Lincoln. Nebraska 
• 4-H Cat entries (short hair) 
Sat., Aug. 7, 12:30-1: 15 p.m. 
• 4-H Cat Show (short hair) 
Sat., Aug. 7, 1:00 p.m. 
Events will take place as 
scheduled. Only the place of the 
activity has been changed. See you 
at the fair! 
Phone Numbers: 
Office ........ ~l~~~~. ~:~~~.~~ .~~~~ ~~~~~! .... . 
After hours ................................. . 
Fax ............................................. . 
NEBLINERBBS ....................... . 
Office Hours: 
441-7180 
441-7170 
441-7148 
441-7149 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday - Friday 
Issued in lurtherance of Cooperative Extension work. Acts 01 May 8 and June 30. 1914. in cooperation with the U. S. Department 01 Agriculture. Kenneth R. Bolen. Director of Cooperative Extension. University of Nebraska. Institute of Agriculture and Natural R.sourc.s. 
It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Uncoln Institute of A"ricultur. and Natural Resources not to discriminatl!!l on the basis of sex, age, handicap, race, color, religion. marital status, veteran's status, nltional or ethnic origin or slxual or;entltion. 
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The enchantress of summer 
If the masses of daylilies you 
saw blooming in gardens and along 
roadways got you to thinking about 
planting some on your property, 
now's the time to do it. 
Though daylily tubers are 
planted in early spring, August and 
early September are the recom-
mended planting and transplanting 
r----------------------------, times. Planting now gives plants 
Master gardener nallied ~~~e~~getestabliShedbefore 
Daylilies are not true lilies 
volunteer of the month (genus Lilium). Theybelongtothe 
genus Hemerocallis , which is made 
The horticulture department is proud to 
announce that Master Gardener Vicki 
Cunningham has been awarded the 
County/City Volunteer of the Month for 
the month of August. Vicki has been a 
valued Master Gardener volunteer for 
six years. A few of her accomplish-
ments include giving educational 
programs to youth and adults , helping 
with the youth garden program, master 
composter project, county fair and 
answering horticulture phone calls for 
clientele at the Lancaster County Extension Office. 
The award presentation was held last month during the County 
Commissioner's meeting. We appreciate Vicki Cunningham'S 
dedication and time to the Master Gardener Program. Thank you 
Vicki and congr~tulations! (MJM) 
up of two Greek words meaning 
"day" and "beauty". This is 
appropriate because each blossom 
lasts no more than a day. Because 
each plant produces an abundance 
of buds, the total blooming time 
may be 30 to 40 days. 
There are literally thousands of 
daylily varieties that have been 
named and marketed. Colors 
range from creamy white through 
yellow, pink, coral, red and orange 
to nearly black. Flowering times 
vary from early to late summer, so 
by selecting varieties carefully, 
you can have daylilies in bloom all 
summer. 
Daylilies are rugged perennials 
August is the month for growing grass 
Late summer is the best time to 
establish a new lawn. It is recom-
mended to seed a new lawn 
between August 15 and September 
1. This period also provides very 
good conditions for sod rooting. 
First, control perennial grassy 
and broadleaf weeds with herbi-
cides. The chemical g]yphosate, 
which is available as Roundup and 
,..,\geewFQ 2lx~.g9QQ, .1]~liW\§:-wit~; , " 
weedy grasses such as quackgrass. 
zoyziagrass and tall fescue. These 
herbicides are non-selective and 
will kill any green growing plant. 
Therefore, use it with great care 
around landscape ornamentals and 
prl;!vent any drift to adjacent turf 
areas. Tilling to control 
quackgrass is ineffective and 
usually results in its spread. 
If you have to make any grade 
changes in your lawn, remove 
topsoil and stockpile it. Avoid 
changing the grade around estab-
lished trees-raising or lowering 
the grade even a few inches can 
kill them. 
If the topsoil is clay loam, loam 
or sandy loam~ spread it back onto 
the site to a depth of eight inches 
or more. For fine-textured clay 
soils, till in two to three inches of 
compost or other organic material. 
;~~m\)I!l?1}.J}l~f\qalKt:~e LU2 
to 2 inchesbelow.adjacenl side-
walks and driveways. The soil 
should be firm and level, with a 11 
2-inch layer of loose soil on the 
surface. 
If you decide to seed your 
lawn, the key to success is uniform 
distribution of the seed. Apply 
half the total amount to be applied 
in one direction and the rest at a 
right angle to that. Rake lightly 
with the back of a steel or bamboo 
leaf rake, held at an angle, to mix 
Harvest storage not fruitless 
stored properly. Apple varieties 
should be harvested fInn and ripe 
....----------, to insure 
the longest 
storage 
possible. 
the seed into the top 118 to 1/3 inch 
of soil~on't bury it. Then roll 
the seedbed to ensure good contact 
between seed and soil. To stabi-
lize the seed and conserve soil 
moisture, mulch with straw at a 
rate of one bale per 500 square 
feet. Water as often as necessary 
to keep the area evenly moist until 
the grass is well established. 
Remove half the straw when 
graSs IS T ra'fb' t'tllctre's tali;' · ~ '~ . ~.> 
Mow as necessary to avoid 
removing more than one-third to 
one-half the length of the grass 
blades at anyone time. 
Lay sod within 24 hours of its 
harvest. Moisten the soil to a 
depth of six inches before laying 
sod. Stagger the ends of the sod 
pieces -- like the bricks in a brick 
wall-to prevent the formation of 
lines across the turf by slow 
establishment at the edges. Edges 
should be touching but not over-
lapping. Avoid stretching th~ sod 
so gaps don't develop as the sod 
dries and shrinks. Roll the sod to 
ensure good contact with the soil 
and then water thoroughly . 
Uniform, deep watering may be 
necessary daily until the sod is 
well rooted. (DJ) 
that adapt readily to a wide range 
of sites and soils. They grow well 
in full sun or light shade and do 
best in a rich, moist soil high in 
organic matter. 
If the 
soil is 
fertile, 
fertiliza-
tion is 
usually 
unneces-
sary. On 
poorer 
soils, a 
tablespoon 
ofa 
complete 
garden 
fertilizer 
per plant, worked into the soil in 
the spring before growth starts , is 
beneficial. 
To divide a clump of daylilies, 
lift it carefully from the soil and 
pull it apart. Make sure each 
division has at least three stems 
with all their roots attached. Cut 
the foliage back to five or six 
inches. 
Work the soil deeply before 
planting incorporating compost, 
peat moss, well-rotted manure or 
other organic material. Dig a large 
hole that will receive the tuber and 
its roots without bending or 
crowding them. Place the plant in 
. the soil so that the crown - the 
part where the stem and roots meet 
- is one inch below the ground 
line . Water thoroughly after 
planting. 
Daylilies in the perennial 
flower garden blossom when few 
other perennials are in flower. In 
the landscape, they are often used 
as border plants, ground covers or 
in foundation plantings. 
Vigorous growers, daylilies 
establish themselves quickly and 
form a dense mat in a few years. 
Because of this quick establish-
ment, they generally need dividing 
and replanting every three or four 
years. 
Daylilies tolerate drought, but 
do best in moist soils. Try to water 
them weekly during dry spells to 
keep them in good condition. 
Mulching to keep the soil from 
drying out quickly and to help 
control weeds is a good idea, too . 
Remove faded flowers to 
prevent the plants from fonning 
seed pods. Seed production this 
year can mean fewer flowers next 
year. (DJ) 
Controlling fall weeds 
The best way to prevent lawn weed 
problems is to maintain a healthy, thick turf. 
If weeds appear, herbicides may be required. 
Perennial broadleaf weeds , such as dandeli-
ons, plantain and ground ivy, are success- . 
fully controlled in the fall. Effective 
herbicides include 2,4-D, MCPP, dicamba 
and triclopyr. Most products available at 
L--_-,--___ -,------" garden centers consist of a mixture of these 
c6mpoUfids ~ ~ ' . , ' . . 
Generally, best results are obtained when these herbicides are 
applied from September to mid-October. In the fall, perennial 
broadleaf weeds are actively translocating carbohydrates to the root 
system. When the herbicide is applied to the weeds, they are 
translocated to the roots with the carbobydrates. Then, the weeds 
die from the leaf tips to the roots. With gardening activity winding 
down in the fall, the risk of injury is reduced from herbicide drift to 
vegetable and flower gardens, fruits and ornamentals. 
Before applying any herbicide, always read and follow the 
instructions on the manufacture's label. Broadleaf weed herbicides 
are usually applied as liquids or granules. When applying liquid 
formulations, drift can be avoided by following several precautions. 
Spray when wind speeds are low. Do not spray when wind speeds 
exceed five mph. Also, do not spray when temperatures are ex-
pected to exceed 85 degrees Fahrenheit within 24 hours of applica-
tion. Spray drift can be minimized by using low sprayer pressure 
and nozzles that produce coarse droplets. 
Granular herbicides should be applied when the foliage is damp 
or wet so that the particles stick to the leaves, allowing herbicide 
uptake. Apply them in the early morning when the lawn is damp or 
water the turf before application. (MJM) 
Proper storage of fruits after 
harvest will help to preserve eating 
qUality. The key to proper storage 
is controlling the temperature and 
relative humidity of the storage 
area. For fruits such as apples, 
grapes and pears, store them in 
cold temperatures at 32 to 40 
degrees Fahrenheit and moist 
conditions at 90 to 95 percent 
relative humidity. Other fruits 
should be canned or frozen after 
harvest. Select containers for 
storage that have smooth inner 
surfaces. Baskets, melon crates or 
boxes are suitable. Line these . 
containers with aluminum foil to 
help retain moisture. 
Harvest 
pears when 
they are 
full sized 
Tomato update: verticillium and fusarium wilt 
Apples and pears will likely 
last through the fall and winter if 
~_=-____ --' but still 
green and hard. Cool the pears and 
place them in storage the same as 
apples. Pears ripen quickly at 60 
to 65 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Grapes will usually store for 
one to two months. Grapes should 
be stored alone because they pick 
up odors of other fruits and 
vegetables . (MJM) 
Yellowjackets 'easilyannoyed 
This is the time of the year that 
we get an increase in the number 
of phone calls concerning foraging 
yellowjacket wasps. Although 
yellowjackets can inflict multiple 
stings, they are less likely to do so 
while foraging unless aggravated 
or provoked. Yellowjackets are 
quite defensive and easily irritated 
when their nest, typically consist-
ing of 3,000 to 5,000 workers, is 
approached too closely. Areas 
near bushes, or buildings; or close 
to the ground where yellowjackets 
tend to cluster may indicate a nest 
located nearby, and such areas 
should be avoided. Yellowjackets 
feed on pest insects and nests 
should not be eliminated unless 
absolutely necessary, for example, 
in cases of allergic reactions to 
stings or intolerable nuisance 
because of nest location. 
Follow this advice to cope with 
yellowjacket activity: 
I. Where food is being served 
outdoors, cover all foods and 
Please turn to Yellow: page 6 
We have been getting a lot of 
calls about these two wilt problems 
of tomatoes lately. Whensuspect-
ing that either of these two wilt 
diseases has caused the death of 
your plants, make sure that there is 
not another cause of death. For 
instance, someone called into the 
office and described symptoms that 
sounded like verticillium or 
fusarium wilt but when they 
brought the sample in, it was 
covered with spider mites. We 
could not find any streaking and 
browning in the stem when we cut 
it open. With verticillium wilt, 
plants will show a yellowing or 
blotch yellowing of the lower 
leaves and a wilting of young 
shoots. Shoots later turn brown 
and the lower leaves drop. Leaves 
higher up turn dull green and the 
edges curl upwards. Plants may be 
stunted and defoliated with only 
the growing tips · still green. When 
the stem is cut open, the tissues 
inside may be brown near the soil 
line. 
Fusarium wilt symptoms are 
first seen as a yellowing and 
dropping of lower leaves on a 
single stem. Many times, symp-
toms appear on only one side of 
the plant. The yellowing continues 
and plants wilt and may die. When 
the stem is cut open, the water 
conducting tissues are brown and 
this browning may extend from the 
roots to the upper portions of the 
plant. 
The control for both of these 
wilt diseases includes removing 
and destroying wilted plants and 
rotating tomato-growing areas. 
Plant tomato varieties that are 
verticillium and fusariwn resistant 
(VF after plant variety name). 
CDJ) 
Several smut samples received 
Com smut is one of those 
diseases favored by high tempera-
tures and drier than normal 
weather. Indications are that this 
year is no exception; we have 
received several smut samples 
from sweet com as well as popcorn 
fields. 
The smut galls contain a black 
powder (the spores of the fungus) 
surrounded by a white to gray 
membrane. As the galls mature 
the membrane ruptures, releasing 
the spores to be carried by air 
currents to other locations. Dis-
ease incidence is higher among 
plants grown in soils high in 
nitrogen or after heavy application 
of manure. Infection occurs 
through wounds from hail; insects 
Please turn to Sm ut: page 6 
More horticulture 
news on 
page 6 
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Lethal baits kill corn rootworm beetles 
Two poisonous baits that 
control adult com rootworm-' , 
beetles have been tested by 
entomologists at several midwest 
universities. Results of tests at 
UNL and the other universities 
have given excellent control. The 
baits contain a feeding stimulant, 
found in buffalo gourd roots, and 
carbaryl (i.e., Sevin) insecticide. 
Because the bait is ingested by the 
beetles, very small amounts of 
insecticide are needed which 
reduces hazards to applicators and 
the environment. 
The insecticide SLAM was 
registered by the EPA in 1992 for 
adult com rootworm control, and it 
is the only bait product available in 
Nebraska at this time. This 
product is a dry particulate 
formulation, but when placed in 
water, the particles absorb water 
and increase in size. Due to the 
size of the swollen particles, 20 
mesh or coarser screens should be 
used in the sprayer. Finer screens 
will become clogged. Gentle 
agitation is needed to keep the 
particles suspended. SLAM can be 
applied through an aerial applica-
tion or with conventional equip-
ment. This product has been 
successfully applied using various 
nozzles and with finished spray 
volumes ranging from one to two 
gallons per acre. SLAM is sold in 
20 lb. bags and costs $20 per 
pound. At the recommended rate 
of 112 lb. per acre, this treatment 
,---------, will cost 
about $10 
per acre. 
A 
similar 
product, 
COMPEL, 
is still 
Western com rootworm beetle 
L-______ ~ being 
evaluated by university field 
research and will not be commer-
cially available during 1993. This 
product is a combination of the 
feeding stimulant and carriers, and 
it will be marketed as an adjuvant 
to be mixed with reduced rates of 
carbaryl before use. Because the 
mixture is a thick, sticky liquid, it 
must be applied through specially 
designed pods that attach to 
airplane wings or a single hopper 
that can be mounted on a highboy 
sprayer. 
Advantages of these products 
are that reduced amounts of 
insecticide (1 oz/acre) will provide 
good control. In addition, the baits 
are very specific for com root-
worm beetles, so beneficial 
organisms and other non-target 
insects will not be killed. A 
disadvantage is that other pest 
species, like European com borer, 
will not be controlled with this 
bait. Other insecticides will offer 
some control when timed to 
coincide with moth flights. 
Timing of adult com rootworm 
control programs is essential for 
optimal control. Current UNL 
thresholds for beetle control in 
continuous com are 18,000 beetles 
per acre with 10% of the gravid 
females. It is important to scout 
fields regularly to determine beetle 
emergence. The first beetles to 
emerge are primarily males. 
Females need 10-14 days after 
emergence before they are capable 
of laying eggs. It is advantageous 
not to spray during the first two to 
three weeks of the emergence 
period even if beetle populations 
are above the threshold. But, it is 
important to kill the gravid females 
before they have laid many eggs. 
For more information, refer to 
these no-cost publications: 
NebGuides G774, Western Corn 
Rootworm Soil Insecticide 
Treatment Decisions Based on 
Beetle Numbers, and G839, Corn 
Rootworm Control. Another 
publication, EC 92-1509, Insect 
Management Guide for Nebraska 
Corn and Sorghum, is available 
for $2 at the Lancaster County 
Extension Office. (BPO) 
Control broadleaf weeds to aid with harvest 
Late season broadleaf weed or stalk brittleness in the crop. 
control in com is possible with A lIb/acre application of 2,4-D 
2,4-D. Such a treatment could will control many large broadleaf 
make harvesting easier and reduce weeds including pigweed, sun-
weed seed production. Treatments flower and cocklebur, but will be 
should be made no later than weak on velvetleaf. The weeds 
flowering stage of weeds for become more difficult to control as 
control Of see4nw d",;tjop Com ,_m.'§yJnatm~"Ester fQag)d~ti9Q§i 
:can suffer yield reductions from are likely to perfonn better than 
Harvest aids for grain sorghum 
include Chlorate 3 or Leafex-3. 
Both products are sodium chlorate 
with a fire retardant. Good 
coverage is required for satisfac-
tory performance. Applications at 
1.5 - 2 gallons/acre should be 
annJjed SeJeeD tQ ten daMS bef9t(: 
harvest. (DY) 
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Seed alfalfa in August 
The best time for fall seeding chance to become established 
alfalfa in eastern Nebraska is before the first killing frost. 
during the month of August, September lOis the latest date 
provided adequate soil moisture is alfalfa should be seeded in 
available. At this time, soil Lancaster County. If it cannot be 
moisture does look very r--------, completed by that time, 
favorable. Many it is best to wait for 
producers prefer to another season. 
seed in the fall rather Each year, many 
than spring, because failures to establish 
weed problems are alfalfa have been 
usually not as great in reported to this office. 
the fall. Our investigations have 
.A fall seeding revealed that the most 
avoids the spring weed probable cause is that 
problems of foxtail, the seed bed is too 
pigweed and other loose. It doesn't matter 
summer annuals that can destroy a if its a spring or a fall seeding, 
new crop. In Lancaster County, it those who try to plant into loose 
is necessary to consider the weeds soil are doomed to failure. Com-
that will cause a problem for a fall plete tillage is okay if the soil is 
seeding if they have a history in firmed up by either moisture or 
that field. The cardinal rule has packer-seeders. No-till planters 
always been that you should not have also been very successful. In 
seed alfalfa into a weed problem! fact, no-till seeding of alfalfa has 
Pennycress and downy brome have become the trend among successful 
become very competitive over the alfalfa producers. 
years to fall seeded crops such as Before seeding alfalfa, regard- . 
alfalfa and wheat. Therefore, if less of spring or fall, do a complete 
either of these two weeds are a soil test, apply lime if needed, and 
problem in that field, don't seed be sure to inoculate the seed. For 
there. more information, request 
Farmers sometimes wait until NebGuide G83-652, Seeding and 
middle or late September to plant Renovating Alfalfa, from the 
..al.falfa,,,,, 1l!i s is IDo§\Of¥Pch¥l-li»e . ~itMaiQD ·wficia¥ti\»B il~ ,. 
because the plants do not have a 
2,4-D applied during the flowering amines; however, esters produce 
period. Generally, 2,4-D use on vapors that can damage sensitive 
com can be resumed after the silk crops, gardens, and ornamentals. 
Control hemp dogbane and other perennial weeds 
turns brown. These late 2,4-D Not all brands of 2,4-D are labeled 
treatments will not cause lodging for this use. 
For your kid's sake ... and yours-
practice riding Iawnmower safety 
Homeowners generally use walk-behind power lawnmowers to cut 
small plots of grass. Many suburban and country residents rely on 
riding mowers, lawn tractors and garden tractors to maintain the 
landscape. 
Hemp dogbane, along with 
most other perennial weeds, can 
best be controlled in late August or 
September when it is in the bud 
stage. At this time, root buds will 
have a swollen or enlarged appear-
ance. Apply 2,4-D at a 1.0 Ib/ 
active ingredient/acre rate so the 
herbicide can move into the root 
system of the plant along with 
herbicides. 
Best control can be achieved if 
the 2,4-D treatment is made when 
the plant is not stressed by frost or 
a lack of moisture. Applications 
made during a drought or after a 
frost will not be as effective 
because plant translocation is 
slowed. Other perennial weeds, 
unlike hemp dogbane, retain the 
ability to maintain active growth 
even after the first frost. 
Do not spray in com until after 
the silks have turned brown or 
sorghum has reached the soft 
dough stage. Treatments made 
prior to this time can result in crop 
injury due to 2,4-D effecting 
pollination and yield potential. 
(DV) 
Although many have driven riding mowers and tractors without 
injury, others haven't been so fortunate. The U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC) estimates 25,300 injuries and 75 people are 
killed each year from riding lawnmowers, lawn tractors, and garden 
tractors. 
Prepare grain bins to prevent insect infestations 
One out of five lawnmower deaths involves a young child. These 
deaths occur when a child falls off the mower and is run over or when 
the child falls into a mower's path. Machine tipovers or flying debris 
are other causes of death. 
Deaths and injuries can be reduced with a few simple precautions. 
• "NO seat, NO rider!!" Refuse to let children ride on lawn machines. 
• Keep children supervised and away from playing in the area where 
riding machines are being used. 
• Never allow a child to operate riding mower equipment, even when 
supervised. 
• Clear the area to be mowed of objects like toys, chains and rocks 
before mowing. The mowing blade may pick up and throw these 
objects. 
• Be alert for children at comers, by shrubs and trees, along walks, etc. 
• Be prepared to stop your engine when children enter the mowing area. 
Now is the time to think about 
cleaning and inspecting grain bins 
before newly harvested grain is 
stored. It is costly to have insect 
infestations in stored grain because 
the expense 
to produce 
the grain 
has already 
been 
incurred, 
and 
significant 
price 
penalties 
may occur 
L-______ ~ when 
damaged grain goes to market . 
Insect infestations in stored grain 
Other success hints for riding lawn machine operators: may not be noticed unless the bins 
• Read your manual before operating riding lawn machines. Ninety are inspected regularly. 
percent of injuries occur to "first time" operators. There is a seasonal aspect to 
• Watch for holes and hidden hazards. Wear your seatbelt if provided. insect infestations in stored grain. 
• Do not mow in reverse unless absolutely necessary. If you do, look Because insects are active at 
back and down first. warmer temperatures, infestations 
• To avoid overturning, mow up and down slopes, not across. Tum can explode in the warmer months. 
slowly and gradually downhill on slopes. Insignificant amounts of old grain, 
S I d t II·t k h t chaff, dust and other debris can ewage s uge sa e I e wor s op se harbor a significant infestation. 
On Monday, August 23,1993, application of sludge and an Remove leftover grain from the bin 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., The assessment of risks involved. and sweep and vacuum the walls. 
University of Nebraska Coopera- There is no fee for this workshop; If long term storage (over ten 
tive Extension in Lancaster County however, advance registration is months) is a possibility, consider 
will hold a satellite workshop to requested by calling the University treating the cleaned bin with a 
explain the new Federal Sewage of Nebraska Cooperative Extension protective insecticide two to three 
Sludge Regulations. This work- in Lancaster County at 441- weeks before the new grain is 
shop will focus on the land 7180.(WS) added. Apply the spray to the 
point of runoff to as many surfaces in the bin, topdress the surface 
as possible, especially joints, with both Dipel and malathion, or 
seams, cracks, ledges and corners, Actellic (com and sorghum), or 
including outside the bin at the Reldan (sorghum only). Dipel 
foundation and around doors, ducts works against Indian meal moths, 
and fans. Malathion, methoxy- while malathion is needed for 
chlor, Tempo, or Reldan may be beetle control. Actellic and 
used for this purpose. Use Reldan Reldan control both types of 
only when sorghum will be stored. insects. If Indian meal moths have 
Do not apply Tempo or methoxy- been a problem in the past, use 
chlof directly to grain. Read and Vapona resin strips (one strip per 
follow label directions carefully. 1,000 cubic feet of air space) in the 
Because insects can live in the bin space above the grain. Do not 
grain debris and dust that accumu- treat soybeans with malathion, 
lates under a perforated floor, the Reldan or Atellic. Stored soybeans 
grain in the void under a perforated rarely experience insect problems, 
floor should also be removed and and few insecticides are labeled for 
the area should be treated. Spilled use on soybeans. 
grain outside the bin should also be Many insect infestations in 
cleaned up to eliminate another stored grain can be traced to poor 
infestation source. storage practices that results in 
Before grain is harvested, moldy grain. To reduce the 
clean all grain handling equipment incidence of molds and insects, 
including augers, combines, trucks cool and dry the grain immediately 
and wagons, and remove old grain after combining. As stored grain 
residue. Combines should be gradually cools down in the fall 
adjusted to minimize grain damage and as it warms again in the spring, 
and maximize removal of fines and moisture may accumulate in the 
other foreign material. Many Please turn to Grain: page 8 
common grain insects feed only on 
broken or cracked kernels and 
other materials, not sound kernels. More agricultural 
Be,especially careful when 
harvesting and handling grain from news 0 n r~ 
stressed crops·because this grain is 6 & 8 'Sf 
more easily damage. page 
After the grain has been leveled 
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Bread machine workshop scheduled 
You've seen them and asked about them. Now come and learn about bread machines that do all the work 
and give beautiful results. Our "Bread Machine Workshop" is scheduled for Tuesday, September 21, 7 - 9 
p.m. at the extension office. You'll learn about several different brands and models. Learn from our 
presenter, Sue Ferguson the secrets and tricks she uses. Sue will also share tested recipes from her cookbook 
that are not found in the manuals. Sue previously taught the very popular "Once-a-Month Cooking" class 
offered this past spring. 
Advance registration and payment of the $10 class fee is requested by September 14. Return the follow-
ing registration form with the class fee -- payment must accompany your registration. This is the only 
~ _________ ~ ______________ ~~~oo~~sclassoothes~e~k~~s~~ ~~ 
NebraskaAssoeiati~Q f{jrF;~mily . 
andCnmmunily E:(lDcati91l NelYs 
r----------~-----------------------i 
: Bread Machine Workshop : 
Carole's comments I Tuesday, September 21, 1993, 7 to 9 p.m. I I Advance registration of$IO required by September 14,1993 I 
I have been asked by many of you, "How 
was convention?" It was great. I wish you all 
could have attended. The weather was cold 
and wet, but Seward made us feel very warm 
and welcome. Roberta and I went out Tuesday 
evening. We wanted to have all our registra-
tion material ready for the ladies who were· 
I I 
I Name Daytime Phone I 
I I 
I Address City Zip I 
I Make checks payable to: Lancaster County Extension I 
I Return to: University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, I 
I Lincoln, NE, 68528-1507 I '---_____ ---' going on tours the next morning. Each lady 
was given a name tag, an envelope with meal tickets, learnshop 
tickets, and a bag containing; pencil, pad, program, map, coupon for 
a free tree, etc. when she picked up her registration. 
L __________________________________ ~ 
Wednesday evening at Host Night, Seward welcomed us, fed us, 
and entertained us. "Beula & Gracie" gave us many tips on easy 
and fast ways to prepare food. Have you ever used your iron to 
make a toasted cheese sandwich? 
EFNEPhomemakers become "food specialists" 
Thursday was very busy with general sessions, educational issues 
workshops and learnshops. Of the six educational issues workshops 
to choose from, we could only pick one; literacy, family, environ-
ment, heritage arts, membership or public policy. Twenty-one 
learnshops were offered and we each were to choose one. Some of 
the topics were: feed sack quilts, microwave cooking, machine 
embroidery, home decorating, Nebraska - Changing Face, backyard 
bird feeding, the best self-defense and basket weaving. The del-
egates all met for lunch to conduct the business meeting. At this 
meeting, 22 amendments to our state constitution were voted on. 
The name change passed by an overwhelming vote. Weare now the 
Nebraska Association for Family and Community Education, Inc. 
Also, passed was an increase in state dues from $2.45 to $5.00. Still 
a small price to pay for all we get. Our organization is funded only 
by dues, we do not get any tax dollars. A prime rib dinner was 
served to us in the evening as we were entertained by Dave Fowler 
and bis fiddle. The stoyes in downtown Seward stayed open late so 
we could go shopping. Moonlight Madness. 
On Friday, there were more learnshops and officer workshops. 
At the closing luncheon, the winners of the heritage arts exhibits 
were announced. Each of us was asked to vote for our favorite 
exhibit, but it was hard to choose. Have you ever painted a picture 
with the lint from your dryer? That's true recycling. The invitation 
was given to us to come to South Sioux City for our 1994 Conven-
tion, and we were on our way home. I didn't get to attend all the 
meetings that I would have liked to because of being responsible for 
registration, but I'm looking forward to next year. 
June was a very busy month for club members. On June 9, 240 
members and guests attended the Lincoln Community Playhouse 
and saw "Fiddler on the Roof'. Karen Walkinshaw, chair of the 
Education and Scholarship Committee, introduced our winner for 
this year. Julie Gropp is a student at UN-L majoring in home 
economics. Refreshments were served by the Council during 
intermission. 
The June 21 Council meeting started with a toU! of the Visually 
Impaired - Rehabilitation Center. This was a very interesting place 
to visit, and makes one very thankful for good eyesight. We also 
are very thankful for people who are willing to work with these 
people to train them to live in our communities. Our guides were 
visually impaired, but showed us how to read braille, to use a 
U sing tools of the trade 
Have you ever thought of 
yourself as a specialist? "Special-
ists" such as mechanics, plumbers, 
or carpenters need special tools to 
do their jobs. The right tools make 
jobs easier and often help produce 
a better fmished product. 
In the kitchen, Expanded Food 
and Nutrition Education Program 
(EFNEP) advisors help homemak-
ers become "food specialists". 
Like other specialists, some "tools 
. of the trade" are needed to get the 
job done well. 
Very few kitchens have all the 
tools a "food specialist" might like 
and so it is sometimes necessary to 
improvise a little. EFNEP advisors 
help homemakers with whom they 
work to be creative in fmding the 
tools needed to become a "special-
ist" . 
Homemakers are encouraged to 
think of other household items that 
might work or they are encouraged 
Kitchen Tools Tool Ideas 
1. measuring cup ......................... marked jar or baby bottle 
2. colander ................................... pan with lid 
3. cookie sheet ............................. bottom side of cake pans 
4. rolling pin ................................ smooth sturdy plastic bottle or glass 
5. potato masher .......................... 2 forks 
6. pie pan ..................................... flat cake pan 
7. cutting board ............................ sturdy plate 
8. mixing bowls ........................... deep kettle or pan 
9. measuring spoons .................... spoon or soup spoon 
10. tea kettle ................................ pan 
11. round cake pan ....................... square or oblong pan 
12. soup ladle .............................. cup with handle 
13. wire whisk ............................. 2 forks or jar with tight lid 
14. cooling rack ........................... oven rack 
15. spatula ................................... 2 knives 
16. pot holder .............................. folded towel 
17. grater 
18. sharp knife 
19. canister set ............................. cans or jars with lids 
20. biscuit and cookie cutters ...... lids, rim of jars or glasses 
21. roastip.g pan .............................. any pan/skillet used in oven with 
cover or make cover of foil (LJ) 
kitchen, a computer, and the woodworking shop. The executive A penny saved is not a penny end of the year, you'll have 
$105.95 after taxes. By contrast, if 
you earn $100 you will be taxed 15 
percent for income tax plus 15 
percent for social security, leaving 
committee served cookies and a cold drink. The business meeting earned-actually with today's 
followed. All club presidents will get a copy of the minutes before taxes, it's more like 1.5 to 2 
the next Council meeting. pennies earned. If you are self-
-Carole Doeschot Council Chair employed and in the 15 percent 
For more Family and Community news please turn to page 6 marginal tax bracket and you 
1....-________________________ --' invest $100 at seven percent, at the 
r----------------------, 
Pickle and pepper ~ A~ , p~!?~:~~ a pickle ... follow Tuna past/at'.:s~al·ad 'I' ~ '/ ~ AH~ ~ 
these tips when canning pickles / 
you with 
$70 earned. 
Thus, $100 
saved 
equals 
$105.95 
divided by 
$70 for 
$151.36 and peppers this summer. (Makes 4 servings, about 1 cup each) 
·Ifyou work with hot peppers, Here's a low fat main dish salad with several easy variations. earned. At 
wear plastic gloves while handling 3/4 cup elbow macaroni, uncooked the higher 
them, or wash hands thoroughly tax brackets 1 (61/2 ounce) can tuna, water-pack, drained 
with soap and water before 1/2 cup celery, thinlysliced of 28 percent and 33 percent, the 
touching your face. 1 cup seedless red grapes, halved relationship of $100 saved is 
-If you don't have the type of 3 tablespoons salad dressing, mayonnaise-type, reduced equivalent to $184 and $200 of 
dill your recipe calls for, remem- calorie earnings. The implication of this 
ber that three heads of fresh dill Cook macaroni according to package directions, omitting is to "work smarter, not harder": 
are equivalent to one tablespoon salt. Drain. Toss macaroni, tuna, celery, and grapes together. Total returns made by reducing 
dill seed. Mix in salad dressing. Serve warm or chill until served. input costs, especially if equity is 
-Use canning or pickling salt Variations: used for operating expenses, may 
when making pickles. Table salt 1) Use 7 1/2 ounce can drained salmon in place of tuna. well exceed returns from higher, 
usually has an anticaking agent in 2) Use 1 cup diced cooked chicken in place of tuna. but more costly levels ofproduc-
it which could make the brine 3) Use 1 cup diced cooked lean beef in place of tuna. tion. 
slightly cloudy. (AH) Source: UN-L Balance 
Please turn to Pickle: page 6 Newsletter (AB) L ______________________ ~ 
to look for local garage sales with 
kitchen tool bargains. Once tools 
are acquired, it is important to use 
them safely and to care for them in 
ways which will extend their life 
and usefulness. 
A basic list of kitchen tools and 
ideas for substitutes is provided 
below. Are there some tool ic''!as 
you might use as a substitute _~til 
you can acquire the special kitchen 
tool? 
Removing grass stains 
Grass stains often are 
difficult to remove from_ 
clothing. Remove the stain In 
washable clothing by soaking 
the item in an enzyme presoak 
solution until the stain is gone. 
Enzymes work best in water 
that is between room tempera-
ture and body temperature. 
Read the label to see which 
laundry products contain 
enzymes. If the stain is not 
completely removed, re-treat 
and rewash the clothing item 
before drying. Machine drying 
can often set grass stains, 
making them more difficult to 
remove. If a stain persists, 
launder using chlorine bleach 
or oxygen bleach. 
Removing bug juice stains 
If and when clothing is 
stained from the juice of bugs 
such as grasshoppers and fleas, 
sponge the stain with 10 
percent acetic acid solution. If 
this solution is unavailable. use 
a water-white grade of vinegar, 
or a five percent solution of 
citric acid. Test vinegar on a 
hidden seam for color fastness. 
Loosen the stain with a brush, 
flush out with water and dry. 
Then wash the garment using a· 
detergent in the hottest water 
that is safe for the fabric. 
For fly specks (the excreta 
of flies which contains tannin. 
organic matter, coloring matter, 
acids, etc.), first moisten the 
stain with water. Apply a 
soapless shampoo found at drug 
stores. Add a few drops of 10 
percent ammonia water, then 
loosen the specks with a brush. 
Flush the stain out with water. 
Feather out and dry. Wash 
garment in the usual way. (LB) 
More Food, Families & 
Finance news 
on Page 6 
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1993 County Fair Highlights 
Tuesday. AU2ust 3 Health Awareness Day .................... 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Exhibits open to the public ........................ 6 p.m. Kiddy Tractor Pull ....................................... 4 p.m. 
Stilt Walkers ........................................... 5 - 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, AU2ust 4 Children's CarnivaL ..................... 5:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
4-H Household Pets Judging .................... 11 a.m. Watermelon Feed ..................................... 6:30 p.m. 
Big Wheel Race .................................... 4:30 p.m. 4-H Horse Game Events .................... ; ..... 6:30 p.m. 
4-HlFFA Sheep Show ................................ 5 p.m. 4-H Rabbit Dress-Up class ....................... 6:30 p.m. 
Open Class Dog Show .......................... 7:30 p.m. Dixie Cadillacs ........................................ 7 - 9 p.m. 
4-H Style Revue ........................................ 7 p.m. 
Street Dance-Full Choke Band ......... 8 - 11 p.m. Friday. August 6 
4-HlFF A Dairy Goat Show ........................... 8 a.m. 
Family Night BBQ ................................ 6 -7 p.m. 
Ice Cream SociaL ............................ 6 - 8:30 p.m. 
4-HlFFAlOpen Hay Hauling Contest.. ........ 7 p.m. 
Delisa Dawn Jones 
& the Route 66 Band ........................... 8 - 10 p.m. 
Saturday.. AU2ust 7 
Volkswalk .................................................. 7 a.m. 
4-H Cat Show .................... 8:30 a.m. & 1 :30 p.m. 
4-HlFFA Dairy Cattle Show ...................... 9 a.m. 
Midnight Riders Family Show .... .1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Thursday, AU2ust 5 4-HlFF A Beef Show ..................................... 8 a.m. 4-H Bucket Calf Show ............................... 3 p.m. 
4-HlFFA Rabbit Show ............................... 8 a.m. Children's Carnival. ...................... 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Mini Tractor Pull ....................................... 4 p.m. 
< " .... , •.•. ,., •.. )." .. ,:.,. .", . ,. 
COUNTY FAIR PHONES 
Office .................. Q~~~~~~~~~~~t~~.~~?!~~ ............... 441-7180 Rich Wiese (president) ................................... 790-7758 
After hours ..................................................... 441-7170 Fair Board Office ........................................... 441-6071 
Fax ................................................................. 441-7148 4-H Office ...................................................... 441-7097 
NEB LINE RBBS ........................................... 441-7149 Home Economics ........................................... 441-7149 
Office Hours: Coliseum (Horse Shows) ............................... A73-4292 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday - Friday Livestock Office ............................................. 441-7789 
'. 
~ Issued In furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, I, 914. in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Kenneth R. Bolen, Director of Cooperative Extension, University 01 Nebraska, In.dtute of Agriculture and Natural Resources ...... ~.,-=-
It is the policy oltha University of Nebraska-Uncoln Institute 01 Agriculture and Natural Resources not to dlsctiminate onthe basis of sex, age, handicap, race, color, religion, marital status, veteran'. status, national or ethnic origin orsexual orientation. 5' II'rI~ 
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DeLisa Dawn Jones & the Route 66 Band. DeLisa's single, "I'd Love to Hate You", 
earned her Country Music Radio's nomination for the Most Promising Female Vocalist 
of 1991 . She has appeared with George Strait, Loretta Lynn, and Clint Black. 
From Clearwater, Nebraska, Full Choke is a popular, high-energy working band who 
recently won the World Herald's "Small Towns, Big Voices" contest. 
LANCASTER COUNTY FAIR MAP 
STATE FAIR PARK 
EXHIBITION AREAS· LINCOLN, NE 
PARKING 
'Please check fair schedule for specific times of events 
AB Horticulture 
1 Exhibitor parking (no trailers) 
2 Staff parking 
3 General parking 
4 Campers & RV's 
5 Horse & livestock trailers 
6 Working horse trailers 
® 
CO Demo Rooms 
E 4-H Youth Office 
F 4-H Rock Cafe 
G Rabbits 
H Poultry & Pigeons 
I Open Class Office 
J Dairy Cattle 
K Beef 
L Swine 
M Sheep 
N Goats 
o Uvestock Office 
P Snack Shack 
Q Home Economics (upstairs) 
R Engineering (upstairs) 
S Farmland BUilding 
T Shooting Sports 
U Open Class Exhibits 
V Restrooms 
W Coliseum 
X Horse Barns 
Y Agricultural Hall 
CD 
CD 
Family FUN Night 
Friday, August 6 
6 -7 p.m. 
Children's Carnival 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Family Night Pork BBQ 6:00 - 7:00 p .. m. 
Ice Cream Social 6:00 - 8:30 p.m. 
Hay Hauling Contest 7:00 p.m. 
DeLisa Dawn Jones & the Route 66 Band 8:00- 10:00 p.m. 
S B B B S 
, , , , , 
WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 4 
OTHER 
EVENTS 
·. 0 ··  : ··\~I . 
4-HHousehold Pets Judging 
11 a.m.-Ag Hall 
Big Wheel Race 
4:30 p.m.-West of Farmland Bldg . . 
Open Class Dog Show ._ i'7 ~U· -.; -' --- . .. . ,. . ~. .. .. 
. '.  -: . p~m.'·l "'=I: ast i"\.rena 
4-HlFFA Sheep Show (North Arena), 5 p.m. 
4-H Style Revue (Devaney), 7 p.m. 
Street Dance--Full Choke Band (Farmland), 8 p.m. 
G 1L-----0 _0 
® 
~--------------~F~mla~d 
Building · 
Agricultural ·· · 
Hall 
~ o 
N 
Note: Due to construction all 
events scheduled to be held 
in the Farmland Building have 
been moved to Agricultural Hall. 
Lancaster County Fair , TheNEBLINE August 3-7 
Dixie Cadillacs are considered to be experts in traditional and modem country music as 
well as popular contemporary styles by their peers in the Midwest. They have shared 
billing with America's hottest recording, movie and TV personalities, such as Alabama, 
The Judds, Sam Kinison, Dwight Yoakam, Roy Orbison and Merle Haggard_ 
FREE! 
WATERMELON FEED 
r- · . 
Thursday, 6:30 p.m. 
Served by the University of Nebraska 
Women's Basketball Team and coaches 
outside at the 4-H Demo Mall 
-~-~--
HEALTH 
AWARENESS 
DAY 
Everyolle is 
we/collIe! 
No adn'liss;oll 
fee! 
Invite your 
friends and 
neighbors! August 5, 1993 
(Hcld during the Lancaster County Fair) 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
State Fair Park-Agricultural Hall 
Sponsored by tIre Lancaster County Association for Family and Community Education 
Special Events 
-Fire Safe House--Get Out Alive--Home Fire Exit Drill 
-Nebraska Lions Foundation Mobile Screening Unit 
Offering blood pressure and blood sugar screening, 
visual acuity and glaucoma screening and hearing testing 
In Agricultural Hall 
-The Poison Center -Hazardous Household Waste/Point Non-Point 
-Ag Injury Prevention--Safeing the Farm & Ranch Source Pollution 
-Stroke -It Can Be Prevented . -Lincoln Information for the Elderly 
-Pyramid Power -Diabetes 
-Respiratory Care Cares -Protecting Our Groundwater 
-Graying of America to Driver Safety -O.A.R.E. and Safety Awarenes~ 
-Alcohol & Dmg Abuse Prevention Education -Operation Lifesaver 
-Traffic Safetyrrhc Ilealthy Totline -The Manic Dcpre~si\'e & Depressive Assn. of Nchraska 
-Cancer Prevention & E~rly Detection 'Celiac Spru 
Midnight Riders Family Show 
Special Events 
you and your family won't 
want to miss! 
4-H Game Classes competition 
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Coliseum 
Hoot and holler at this rowdy event when 
4-H'ers go against each other and the clock 
STILTWALKERS! 
Thursday 5-7p.m. 
4-HlFFA Rabbit Show, Thursday, 8 a.m. 
4-H Rabbit Dress-Up class, Thursday, 6:30 p.m. 
Open Rabbit Show, Saturday, 9 a.m. 
(All events held in Lancaster Bldg) 
4-H/FFA Sheep Show 
Wednesday, 5 p.m. in the North Arena 
4-H Bucket Calf Show 
Saturday, 3 p.m. 
East Arena 
4-H Rock Cafe 
(South of the large animal arena in Stat~ Fair Park) 
Enjoy hot food items from the grill as well as the usual 
food booth treats! 
Come andjoin us! 
For your convenience, the 4-H Snack Shack also will be open. 
Lancaster County Fair TheNEBLINE August 3-7 
1993 Lancaster County Fair Schedule 
Saturday, July 24 
4-H BB/Pellet Rifle Contest (Lancaster Bldg) ................. 9 a.m. 
4-H Pellet Pistol Contest (Lancaster Bldg) ..................... 9 a.m. 
Thursday, July 29 
Music Contest (Kimball Hall) .......................................... 7 p.m. 
Sunday, August 1 
Open Class Dressage Horse Show (East Arena) ........... 9 a.m. 
Tuesday, August 3 
English Horse Show (Coliseum) .................................... 9 a.m. 
Exhibits opento public ................................................... 6 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Quiz Bowl (Demo Rm C) ............................. 6 p.m. 
4-H RabbitJudging Contest (Demo Rm C) .................... 7 p.m. 
~. tng\\sh Hunter Event§io.( CO"se~nj} .... , ••. < ••• ;.".~ .... ,..: ••••• ".-.~ •• -~ ••••••••• 7 p. m. 
Exhibits close to public ................................................... 9 p. m. 
Wednesday, August 4 
4-H Horse Showmanship Contest (Coliseum) ............... 8 a.m. 
Exhibitsopentopublic ................................................... 9 a.m. 
4-H Household Pets Judging (Ag Hall) ......................... 11 a.m. 
4-H Horse HalterShow (Coliseum) .............................. 11 a.m. 
4-H Sheep Lead {NorthArena) ....................................... 3 p.m. 
4-H Horse Judging Contest (Coliseum) .......................... 4 p.m. 
Big Wheel Race {West of Farmland Bldg) ................. 4:30 p.m. 
4-H Dog Show (EastArena) ........................................... 5 p.m. 
Open Class Dog Show (EastArena) ......................... 7:30p.m. 
4-H/FFASheep Show (NorthArena) .............................. 5 p.m. 
4-H Poultry Show (Lancaster Bldg) ................................ 6 p.m. 
IISpecial Needs" Horsemanship Class (Coliseum) ... 7:30p.m. 
4-H Style Revue (Devaney Sports Center). ................... 7 p.m. 
4-H Horsemanship Pair Competition (Coliseum). .......... 8 p.m. 
4-H Horse Free Style Drill Teams (Coliseum) -following 
Horsemanship Pair Competition 
Street Dance - Full Choke Band 
(WestofFarmlandBldg) ........................................... 8-11 p.m. 
Exhibits close to public ................................................... 9 p.m. 
Thursday, August 5 
4-H/FFARabbit Show (Lancaster Bldg) ......................... 8 a.m. 
4-H Horse Trail Classes (Coliseum) ............................... 8 a.m. 
Fair Fun Day (Preregistration required) ......................... 8 a.m. 
4-H/FFASwine Show (NorthArena) .............................. 9 a.m. 
Exhibits open to public ................................................... 9 a. m . 
4-H Pigeon Judging (Lancaster Bldg). ........................... 9 a.m. 
HealthAwareness Day(Ag Hall) ......................... 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Open Pigeon Judging (Lancaster Bldg) .................... 9:30a.m. 
Open Class Poultry Judging (Lancaster Bldg) ......... 1 0:30a.m. 
4-H Horse Western Show (Coliseum) ........................... 11 a.m. 
4-H/FFA Dairy Cattle judging contest (East Barn) ... ~ .... 12 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Showmanship (Lancaster Bldg) ................... 1 p.m. 
Dairy Goat Quiz Bowl (Demo Rm) ................................. 3 p.m. 
4-H Livestock Judging (NorthArena). ............................ 3 p.m. 
4-H Demonstrations (Demo Com plex) ............................ 4 p. m. 
Kiddy Tractor Pull (4-HArena) ........................................ 4p.m. 
Stilt Walkers ................................................................ 5-7 p.m. 
Children's Carnival 
(West of Farmland Bldg) ................................... 5:30-9:30p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Pet class (Lancaster Bldg) ........................... 6 p.m. 
Watermelon Feed (4-H Demo Mall) ........................... 6:30p.m. 
4-H Horse Game Events (Coliseum) ......................... 6:30p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Dress-Up class (Lancaster Bldg) ............ 6:30p.m. 
Dixie Cadillacs (EastArena) ........................................ 7-9 p.m. 
Exhibits close to public ................................................... 9 p.m. 
Friday, August 6 
4-H/FFADairyGoat Show (NorthArena) ....................... 8 a.m. 
4-H/FFABeef Show(J:astArena) ..................... ~ ............. 8 a.m·. 
Exhibits open to public ................................................... 9 a. m . 
4-H Table Setting Contest (4-HArena) ........................... 9 a.m. 
Open Beef Show {foliowing4-H/FFAshow) ................... 2p.m. 
4-H/FFA Dairy Goat Judging (North Arena) ............... 3:30 p.m. 
Children's Carnival 
(West of Farmland Bldg) ................................... 5:30-8:30 p.m. 
Family Night Pork Barbecue (Demo Mall) ................... 6-7 p.m. 
Ice Cream Social (Demo Mall) ............................... 6-8:30 p.m. 
Farm FamilyAward (EastArena) ................................... 7 p.m. 
4-H/FFA and Open Hay Hauling Contest 
(EastArena) .................................................................... 7 p.m. 
4-H Dog Quiz Bowl {Demo Complex-Rm C) .................. 7 p.m. 
Delisa Dawn Jones & the Route 66 Band 
(4-H Bldg) .................................................................. 8-10 p.m. 
Exhibits close to public ................................................... 9 p.m. 
Saturday. August 7 
Volkswalk (North of Lancaster Bldg) .............................. 7 a.m. 
Open DairyGoat Show {4-HArena) ............................... 8 a.m. 
4-H Demonstrations(DemoComplex) ...................... 8:30a.m. 
4-H Cat Show (Ag Hall) - Long Hair Show ................ 8:30a.m. 
4-H Horse Trailride Briefing 
{Branched Oak Lake) ................................................ 9-1 Oa.m. 
Open Rabbit Show (Lancaster Bldg) .............................. 9 a.m. 
4-H Bike Safety Contest (South of 4-H Bldg) ................. 9 a.m. 
4-H/FFADairyCattle Show (EastArena) ....................... 9 a.m. 
Exhibits open to public ................................................... 9 a.m. 
4-H Horse Competitive Trailride 
(BranchedOakLake) ................................................... 10a.m. 
Open Class Sheep Show (NorthArena) ....................... 10 a.m. 
Open Class Dairy Cattle Show (EastArena) .................. 1 p.m. 
4-H Cat Show (Ag Hall) - Short Hair Show ................ 1 :30p.m. 
Midnight Riders Family Show 
(4-H Demo Mall) ................................................ 1 :30-3:30p.m. 
4-H Bucket Calf Show (EastArena) ............................... 3 p.m. 
Exhibits close to public ................................................... 4 p. m. 
Mini Tractor Pull (Ag Hall) ............................................... 4 p.m. 
Garden Tractor Pull (EastArena) ................................... 7 p.m. 
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4-H BULLETIN BOARD 
Last call for help ... Leaders, parents 'and youth 12 and older are needed to assist judges on 
Tuesday, August 3 from 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. This is a great way to learn what judges look for, 
meet new people and add to fair fun! Call the extension office for details. (~~ 
College students-The National4-H Center is looking for program assistants in Was~ington, 
D.C. They have four sessions throughout the year when they need help. October 15IS the 
deadline for Spring 1994 sessions. The assistants are paid and live at the National4-H Center 
It is an excellent way to meet new people, develop communication and leadership skills, and 
live in Washington, D.C. Call the extension office for more information. (~~ 
Eggs and turkeys-The 1993 State Fair on September 6 is the place to be for the Nebraska 
Egg Council Demonstration Contest and the Nebraska Turkey Federation Turkey Barbecue 
Contest. Any individuaI4-H'er may enter the contest in either the junior (12-13) or senior 
(14-19) division. Please contact the extension office for more information. (~~ 
The "I Dare You" leadership award will be presented to one boy and one girl in recognition 
for their excellence in character, personal development and leadership ability. Winners will 
receive "I Dare You", a book written by Mr. William Danforth. Nominations may be . 
submitted by 4-H parents, leaders or members. Applications are available from the extenSIOn 
office and are due October 1. (~M) 
The State Fair 4-H Friendship Party will be held Sunday, September 5, 7:30 p.m., at the 
UNL East Campus Union. 4-H teams are encouraged to attend the party to make 4-H friends 
from across the state. 
Thank you-Please remember to send thank you notes to those who have donated awards 
and trophies. Thank you cards are available at the extension office. (~M) 
4-H recruiters are volunteers who help recruit 4-H members and leaders and organize 4-H 
clubs. Special training is provided and recruiters may work in the elementary school area in 
which they live. Call Ann Marie for details on how you can help promote the great opportu-
nities 4-H has to offer. (~~ 
Car wash to benefit Aaron Schepers on Friday, August 6 from 2-5 p.m. at the Lancaster 
County Fair. All proceeds will go to help defray medical costs for injuries received during 
the CWF trip. (AM~ 
Volunteers needed to help with the home economics contest at the state fair. Ifinterested 
in volunteering as a judge or helper in one of the contests or areas, please contact: 
Kathleen Lodl 
4-H Home Economics Contest Superintendent 
114 Ag Hall, P.O. Box 830700, UNL 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0700 
, I. J.::J '~'.-.;.- .. ;" .. -.". , .. -~J'}.~,; . .. 4;?-t-:~?,;.Q.~. _~J) .. ", .... ii<".»~·4.;.::7 t· ........... ~* "'~ ... ,b~ ji-- vV' ,ji .110- -II <:?~:~"uj ~-"-\i"~, \~1i".","....--,.~t;-,~~,~-,,;-t."~, -., _ " -
Nebraska State Fair admission passes or tickets are required at the gate Friday, September 
3 through Sunday, September 12. The county will receive passes and provide them to clubs 
based on participation in the fair. (LJ) 
Day passes for the provided for judging and ID contest participants, music contest partici-
pants, fashion revue contestants, dog, cat and small animal exhibitors. A season pass and 
season auto pass (for the first five days) will be provided to dairy, beef, sheep, swine, dairy 
goat, rabbit and poultry exhibitors. (~M) 
Presentation and dog unloading passes for the will be provided to unload equipment and 
animals. These passes do not admit you on to the grounds, they only allow you to proceed to 
the unloading area once you have gotten onto the fairgrounds. The presentation equipment 
will be unloaded at the rear of the Youth Complex and dogs and equipment will be unloaded 
at the Bob Devaney Sports Center. (D~ 
Page 5 
Three students tend to their Bowers at the Lakeview Youth Garden. 
Growing plants and growing minds 
Thirty-one youth gardeners and fun activity. Projects planned 
gather once a week at th~ for this year include insect identifi-
Lakeview Youth Garden to cation, constructing a scarecrow, 
maintain their gardens and partici- bean towers, solar pickles, a 
pate in an educational activity. vegetable recipe book and saving 
This summer garden program is in seeds. 
its fifth year with the combined The student gardeners also have 
efforts of the University ofNe- ...... an opportunitytoexhibit their ... . 
brnslca eO'opemttve' Exrensfcin 'm·;·' ; ;, produce" B'S' it-it pt6je~at'ffttf" r-. ,~ 
Lancaster County, Lancaster Lancaster County Fair. The 
County Master Gardeners and students learn how to select 
Lakeview Elementary School. flowers and vegetables for exhibits 
Each student has their own at the fair. In late August, before 
garden that they plant with veg- the students go back to school an 
etables, flowers and herbs .. There open house is held at the garden 
is also a community garden where where family members are invited 
students share the vegetables and to attend. 
garden duties. The students have Many of the students decide to 
workbooks and keep journals on start gardens at home. They enjoy 
their garden's progress. The raising their own flowers and 
students learn how to plant seeds at vegetables and providing food for 
the correct depth, the importance their families. The students learn 
of weeding the gardens and the how to work together, share, take 
names of the different flowers and responsibility, and that gardening 
vegetables they are growing in the is a fun and rewarding activity. 
Each exhibitor will receive only one pass regardless of how many areas he/she is exhibiting. gardens. Each week the students (MJM) 
L-__ (.:-,.A_MM)_::.-___________________________ --' participate in a new educational Chris Clover 
Scholarships available for Record book award information record book 
I·ncoIDI·ng hI·gh school sen-I·ors' Any4-H member completing at 25%-growth and development 
. • least two years of a 4-H project through 4-H citizenship and 
need. area is eligible to apply for a community service. Need financial assistance for 
your college education? Apply for 
one of the following scholarships! 
AIl4-H members are eligible to 
compete in the Chris Clover record 
book awards program. The 
program was developed to prepare 
young 4-H members for future 
participation in the 4-H awards 
programs. It's also an excellent 
way to reward and recognize youth 
for their accomplishments. 
Jonathan Milligan Backes 
Scholarship- $500 for a high 
school senior who will enroll at 
UN-L Institute of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. In memory of 
Jonathan Milligan Backes, 
Lancaster County 4:-H member. 
Lane Community Scholarship -
$200 for a Raymond Central High 
School senior in pursuit of higher 
education related to knowledge 
gained through 4-H. 
Lancaster County Birdie E. 
Hutchinson Scholarship - $200 for 
a high school senior majoring in 
home economics at UN-L. In 
memory of the long-time Lancaster 
County 4-H member and leader. 
Lincoln Center Kiwanis Club -
$250 for a 4-H member who will 
attend UN-L. 
Farmers Foundation - $1,000 
for youth who have a 3.0 GPA or 
better, whose parents derive two-
thirds of gross income from a 
farming source, and in financial 
Havelock Farmers Institute county award. Books are due to the extension 
Scholarship - $100 each to one Members may apply in two office by October 1. Guidelines 
Waverly and one Northeast High project areas. The following guide for the record book can be ob-
School senior 4-H, FF A or FHA will be used to evaluate the record tained from the extension office. 
member who will attend UN-L. book: Youth selected as county award 
Forms are available at the 50%~xperiences in 4-H winners will receive their award at 
extension office and are due projects and activities 4-H Achievement Night, Thursday, 
October 1. Contact Ann Marie or 25%~xperiences in 4-H November 4. 
~~-D-e-an-e-fu-r-d-eta-i-~-.(-~~~~~~I-ea-d-M-~-~~~~~~~~Japaneseyouth 
4-H leaders "share the vision" 
Nebraska 4-H volunteers and extension staff have a wonderful 
opportunity to "Share the Vision" at the 1993 North Central 
Regional4-H Leaders Forum, November 11-14, in Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota. 
visit Nebraska 
Thirty Nebraska families are 
opening up their homes to a 
Japanese youth for a month this 
summer through the 4-HlLABO 
exchange program at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
These record books are judged 
at the club level by leaders, a 
committee of parents, or exchanged 
with other clubs. All participants 
will receive a bronze, silver or gold 
ribbon based on points earned. The 
books are due to club leaders by 
October 1. 
Leaders may pick up guidelines 
and ribbons from the extension 
office. Contact Ann Marie for 
more information. (AM~ 
Create, achieve, reflect and envision will be themes of the 
conference. Regional and national extension staff, volunteers, and 
friends of 4-H will be presenting a wide variety of workshops to 
choose from. Topics will vary from explanation of new 4-H 
projects, to ideas to help you in your role with 4-H, to personal 
motivation and development. A registration packet describing each 
workshop is available at the extension office. 
The 12 to 17 year-old students 
will be visiting from July 22 until 
August 20. The focus of the stay is 
to learn abou~ ~erican family. More 4-H 
and communIty hfe and to practIce 
Keynote speakers, tours, curriculum fairs, and sharing activities 
will all be part of the forum. 
Registrations are due September 8. Don't hesitate, make 
your plans to attend now. Contact the extension office soon. (LJ) 
their English skills. ~ 
LABO is a youth organization . news on ~. 
in Japan which has a 21 year D 7 
history of foreign exchanges with rage 
Please turn to Japanese: page 7 ___________ _ 
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String 'em up! 
Hot peppers are easy to grow in 
Nebraska and are just as easy to 
dry and store. Five or six plants in 
the garden 
should be 
enough for 
summer 
and winter 
use. 
Trim 
the stem 
ends of 
fully red colored peppers down to 
short stubs, then wash and drain in 
a colander. 
Thread a long strong thread 
through a large needle and drive 
the needle through the top part of 
the pepper stem. Then, run the 
pepper down to the end of the 
string. String all the peppers you 
have. 
Hang the string in a dry, out-of-
the-way location so the peppers 
can dry. After the peppers are 
thoroughly dried, they can be left 
on the string or stored in a glass 
container. When needed for 
cooking purposes, remove the 
peppers from the string. (MJM) 
Yellow 
dispose of wastes (including 
food scraps and empty pop cans) in 
sealed trash bags or covered 
containers. 
2. Avoid wearing brightly-
colored clothing or highly fragrant 
cosmetic products. 
3. Keep overripe fruit and 
vegetables, and fallen fruit picked 
up. Ripe fruit on trees can be 
damaged by yellowjackets 'and 
paper wasps, so pick fruit on time 
while it is still firm. 
4. Turn compost piles regu-
larly to cover attractive, decom-
posing materials. 
5. Tightly cover garbage cans 
From Page 2 
and dumpsters. Attach an insecti-
cide-impregnated resin strip (ex. 
Vapona, No-Pest) to the underside 
of each lid to control successful 
invaders. 
6. Hang bait stations (fruit or 
meat attractant) in sunny locations 
around the periphery of the area to 
be protected to distract yellow-
jackets away from this area. 
Manufactured baits are available in 
most major garden centers. (DJ) 
Smut From Page 2 
or mechanical injuries caused by 
cultivation. Infection of ears is 
,.--------------..... common, but galls may also occur 
GARDEN GOSSIP 
HOTLINE 
441-7179 
~----------------------~ 
on stalks, tassels and leaves. Galls 
on corn leaves usually remain 
small and are dry and hard. Plants 
with galls on the lower stalks may 
be barren or produce several small 
ears. 
No practical control is avail-
able for commercially grown corn. 
Destroying smut galls in the home 
garden may reduce the carryover 
of the smut fungus in next year's 
planting. Some varieties are more 
tolerant than others and show less 
incidence of smut (DJ) 
My dog has fleas! 
Every summer, pet owners are yard or wherever the animal 
plagued by serious flea infesta- spends most of its time. Inside the 
tions. Even petless families home, the very small larvae live 
sometimes have to deal with fleas within carpet fibers or cracks and 
after kids have played with a crevices and feed on bits of 
neighborhood dog or cat. Many organic matter. They can also 
flea bites can survive 
be mistaken quite well 
for a rash; outdoors. 
each bite has After the 
a small red larvae pass 
spot in the through a 
center pupal 
surrounded by stage, they 
a red halo. turn into 
Fleas are adults that 
small, dark jump back 
brown insects on the 
whose bodies animal 
are hardened and compressed from host, and the life cycle starts over. 
side to side. Each flea has a pair In the warm months, it only takes a 
of strong hind legs that helps it few weeks to complete an entire 
jump from host to host. Animals generation of fleas. Left 
get infested through contact with unchecked, an insignificant flea 
other animals or after frequenting problem seems to explode over-
an infested yard. Fleas will attack night! 
any warm-blooded mammal if Dealing successfully with a 
their preferred host is unavailable. severe flea infestation often 
Adult female fleas lay eggs on requires that several tactics must 
the animal, but the eggs falloff the Please turn to Fleas: page 8 
animal into the bedding, carpet, 
...... i ---t. ~ 1--1 ___ 1_--____ i_. _--_·-··_F __ O..;,;..:....,;d ...... , ..... F_am_il_ie_S_&_F_I_·n_a_.n_c_e_N_e ....... w_s_co_n_t....;in_u_e ...... d~ ___ H ____ l_·_~-"-:'---4;:~~; ~<~~~i 
Pickle From Page 4 Summer is ideal time for microorganism growth in food 
To receive a sheet on canning 
either pickles or peppers, send a 
self-addressed, stamped business-
sized envelope to: 
Preserving Pickles/Peppers 
[indicate which sheet(s) you want] 
c/o Home Economics 
UNL Cooperative Extension in 
Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507 
(AR) 
Summer may be an ideal time 
for food festivities, but warmer 
temperatures also make it an ideal 
time for microorganism growth in 
food. . 
Many food-borne diseases are 
considered to be nothing more than 
ate the growth of organisms. 
Although in a cool environment, 
for a time the chicken may be in 
the temperature danger zone. 
r-----------------------------------------------, a short-term nuisance to some. For 
the very young and old, food-borne 
• Prepare food for church 
dinners, buffets or potluck dinners 
immediately before serving. If hot 
foods are prepared ahead of time, 
properly cool and keep refriger-
ated. Reheat just before serving. 
When time to eat, place cold dish 
foods on beds of ice and hot dish 
foods on food' warmers. 
Selecting a food dehydrator 
A food dehydrator is a small electrical appliance for drying 
foods indoors. A food dehydrator has an electric element for heat 
and a fan and vents for air circulation. Dehydrators are efficiently 
designed to dry foods fast at 140 degrees F. 
Food dehydrators are available from department stores, mail.:. 
order catalogs, the small appliance section of a department store, 
natural food stores and seed or garden supply catalogs. 
Costs vary from $50 to $350 or above depending on features. 
Some models are expandable and additional trays can be purchased 
later. Twelve square feet of drying space dries about a half-bushel 
of produce. The major disadvantage of a dehydrator is its limited 
capacity. 
Dehydrator features to look for: 
• Double wall construction of metal or high grade plastic. Wood 
is not recommended, because it is a fIre hazard and is diffIcult 
to clean. 
• Enclosed heating elements. 
• Counter top design. 
• An enclosed thermostat from 85 to 160 degrees F. 
• Fan or blower. 
• Four to 10 open mesh trays made of sturdy, lightweight plastic 
for easy washing. 
• UL seal of approval. 
• A one-year guarantee. 
• Convenient service. 
• A dial for regulating temperature. 
• A timer. Often the completed drying time may occur during 
the night and a timer could tum the dehydrator off and prevent 
scorching. 
Types of Dehydrators 
There are two basic designs for dehydrators. One has horizontal 
air flow and the other has vertical air flow. In the units with 
horizontal flow, the heating element and fan are located on the side 
diseases may lead to certain 
chronic health problems. Avoid 
the threat of food poisoning with 
the tips below. 
Remember the time-temperature 
danger zone 
• Avoid keeping foods in the 
40-140 degree F. temperature 
range-ideal for disease-causing 
bacteria to grow. 
• Carry-out chicken should be 
eaten within two hours, or taken 
home immediately to eat or store 
in the refrigerator. Hot chicken 
placed in an ice chest right after 
purchase might not cool rapidly 
enough, and can actually acceler-
• Temperatures in a car during 
the summer can reach the high end 
of the danger zone. Never keep 
perishable groceries such as meats 
and dairy products in a hot car any 
longer than it would take ice cream 
to melt. 
• Fast food and deli foods are 
becoming more popular for 
summer outings. Eat immediately 
or keep them cooled at or below 40 
degrees F. 
• At cookouts, cook ground 
meat until the center is no longer 
Family & Community From Page 4 
Home extension scholarship winner 
Julie Gropp, Lincoln, a senior home economics major at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska in Lincoln, is the recipient of the $275 scholarship 
funded by the Family & Community Education Club members in 
Lancaster County. She's employed at Northwest Fabric and volunteers 
for the 4-H program. Julie plans to pursue a career in Cooperative 
Extension upon graduation. 
The scholarship was presented on June 9 at the Lincoln Community 
Playhouse before an audience of approximately 250 family & commu-
nity club members, family and friends. Karen Walkinshaw, chair of the 
Ed.ucation and Scholarship Committee of the Lancaster County Council 
of Family & Community Education Clubs and a member of the Look 
Out Family & Community Education Club, made the presentation. 
(LB) 
of the unit. The major advantages of horizontal flow are: it reduces September Family & Community Education club 
flavor mixture so several different foods can be dried at one time; leader training lesson-
all trays receive equal heat penetration; and juices or liquids do not Note two different days 
drip down into the heating element. Vertical air flow dehydrators Due to a room conflict, the September leader training session will be 
have the heating element and fan located at the base. If different on Tuesday, September 21 at 1 p.m. or Thursday, September 23 at 7 
foods are dried, flavors can mix and liquids can drip into the heating p.m. The lesson is Children's Books - Which One Should I Choose? 
element. Claire Orr, a community volunteer, writer and lover of books, will 
Source: So Easy to Preserve, Cooperative Extension Service, present the lesson. Anyone interested in learning about books for 
University of Georgia, 1993 CAR) children will benefit from this lesson. Non-club members are asked to 
L-___________________________ ...J phone 441-7180 so materials can be prepared. (LB) 
pink; poultry until the joints aren't 
.red; and fish until it's flaky .. 
Practice good sanitation 
• Cleanliness can help avoid all 
food contamination. Don't use the 
same plate for cooked meat or 
poultry that carried raw meat or 
poultry unless it's been cleaned. 
• For hand cleanliness away 
from home, use moist hand wipes 
and paper towels to avoid bacteria 
harboring in cloth towels. 
Know foods that require special 
care 
• When buying side orders of 
take-out foods, consider how much 
time will pass before they are 
eaten. Outbreaks of food-borne 
illnesses have been associated with 
foods such as bean curd, corn, lima 
beans, mushrooms, refried beans, 
ri ce and squash. 
• Don't taste foods from 
leaking, bulging or severely 
damaged cans, jars or puffy pouch 
containers. Improperly canned 
foods, especially low-acid foods, 
may nurture the deadl y toxin that 
produces botulinum bacteria. 
Inspect food storage 
• Non-perishable foods stored 
in clean pantries should be kept at . 
50 degrees F., and away from 
leaky pipes, household chemicals 
and rodent holes. 
• All boxed and canned goods 
should be stored according to label 
instructions and used before the 
expiration date. 
• Containers should be kept 
free from dust and other matter 
that could contaminate food when 
opened. 
• Reduce mold build-up in the 
refrigerator or clean coolers by 
washing with a chlorine solution --
one tablespoon chlorine bleach per 
gallon of water, then rinse with 
clear water. 
Please turn to Summer: page 8 
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~~~~~~!!We're back from Washington D.C'! 
O R S E B I T S On June 21, the bus rolled in were posted in the final newsletter. accident occurred when a wave with some very tired t yet excited An Ideas Fair and Expressive Arts overpowered Aaron Schepers. He 
4-H'ers who had just finished the Show were also events our delega- landed on his neck, leaving him 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii highlight of their 4-H career. After tion took part in. The CWF paralyzed on his right side. Aaron 
three years of planning, the program is well-organized and was taken to Thomas Jefferson 
thirteen-day trip was completed educational topics of interest were University Hospital, in Philadel-
and deemed a success. addressed. Tours of Arlington phiat where he has undergone 
Horse awards activity 
All 1993 class and special activity winners will receive their awards 
during a special program this year following the county fair at the 
Lancaster Extension Conference Center on Tuesday, August 10 at 6:30 
p.m. The awards will be presented for those winners listed on page 52 
of the 1993 Lancaster County Premium List, as well as, recognition of 
program supporters. 
The main course of the trip led Cemetery, the Lincoln Memorial, surgery and is now in rehabilita-
us to Washington, D.C. for a the U.S. Capitol, Kennedy Center t tion. Please keep Aaron and his 
weeks stay at the National4-H and many other historic places family in your thoughts for a 
Center. Program assistants led were seen in Washington, D.C. and healthy recovery. The address of 
group discussions on topics such as enjoyed by all delegates. the hospital is: 
A potluck dinner will be held prior to the awards activity. Each 
family is asked to bring one main dish, one salad or dessert, and their 
own table service. Drinks will be provided. (MW) 
AIDS, freedom of speech and the The CWF trip also landed in Thomas Jefferson 
environment. Delegates were Chicago, Detroit, Niagara Falls, University Hospital 
broken down into groups and did New York City, Philadelphia, Thompson Building 
city council simulations. Congres- Gettysburg and Rohobeth Beach. c/o Aaron Schepers Room 341 
AK -SAR-BEN registration sional4-H'ers were asked to voice The 4-H'ers enjoyed every city to 11 & Walnut 
The AK-SAR-BEN 4-H Horse Show is September 22-24. Entries 
receiving purple or blue awards at the District Horse Show are eligible 
to compete. The AK-SAR-BEN entries are due during the county fair. 
For more information or an entry form, contact Michelle Willnerd at the 
extension office. (MW) 
their opinions on topics to teach the fullest. Seeing the various Philadelphia, P A 19107 
them that they can make a differ- citirs made for a well-rounded trip 
ence in today's society. All of the northeast United States. Anyone interested in CWF 
1996 can call the extension office 
for more information. (AMM) 
delegations were able to vote on While at Rohobeth Beach in 
ten different topics and results Lewis, Delaware, an unfortunate 
Goodwill raffle 
During the Lancaster County 4-H Horse Show, the Pine Lake Road 
Riders 4-H Club will be collecting cans of food for the Food Bank of 
Lincoln, Each can of food buys a raffle ticket that goes into a drawing 
for a $50 gift certificate at Misty's Restaurant. A drop-off booth will be 
set up by the coliseum entrance. Let's all support the Pine Lake Road 
Riders in their community project! (MW) 
Strengthening 
mother/daughter 
relationships 
Are you looking for an oppor-
tunity to spend quality time with 
your daughter, stepdaughter or 
1993 Nebraska State 4-H Horse Show Exposition granddaughter? Would you like to 
Lancaster County was represented by twenty-four 4-H members at strengthen and enhance the 
the state 4-H horse show competition this year. relationship the two of you share? 
The 1993 Nebraska State 4-H Horse Show Exposition was held in If so, the "Growing Up Female" 
Grand Island, July 12-15. retreat will provide a relaxed, 
Individuals receiving special recognition for accomplishments at the trusting atmosphere where partici-
show include: pants wi11learn to strengthen 
Tausha Broer: R.B. Warren Scholarship winner relationships and grow closer to 
James Tiernan: Grand Champion 4 & 5 Year old Mares one another. The gift of time with 
Courtney Fortner: Grand Champion 3 Year old Mares our children may be the most 
---*~b~~Ja~A\eJf~tflsl~~~diIthl!p~6;}i~~~rW~~me,'~> "'-U'~'L"'~~~ imI?Tt~~r~:e~1Sf~~edufedifor' 
3rd in Jr. Showmanship October 9-10 at the Eastern 
Melissa Brown: 3rd in 4 & 5 year old Geldings Nebraska 4-H Center in Gretna 
Alison Umberger: 5th in Jr. Showmanship and is sponsored by the University 
Teams and individuals participating in contests include: of Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
Horse Demonstration Team: Kala Ball and Kathy Tupy, Reserve Metro Program Unit (Douglas, 
Champions Lancaster, Sarpy and Saunders 
Horse Demonstration Individual: Kala Ball, Reserve Champion counties). 
Hippology team: Courtney Cusick, Merici Vinton, Reserve For more information or to 
Champions request an application, please call 
Horse Judging team: Sara Cusick, Kala Ball, Shelly Ball, and Lisa LaDeane at the extension office, 
Rieck, placed 6th out of32 teams 441-7180. (LJ) 
"On Your Own in Rural Nebraska" 
Do your children know what to do if a stranger comes to the door and asks to use the phone when an 
adult is not at home? Does your family have plans for handling house keys, answering the telephone and 
using household or farm equipment when adults are away? 
Being home alone every day either before or after school can be difficult for children. Feelings of 
uncertainty or anxiety are common for children left alone for short periods of time while parents do chores 
or run errands. 
The University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County and the Lincoln-Lancaster 
County Health Department have initiated a cooperative effort to offer a safety program to selected communi-
ties in Lancaster County in the fall of 1993. The program offered will include training, materials, and help 
in initiating the program in the various communities. 
The purpose of "On Your Own in Rural Nebraska" is to provide a way for rural families to discuss self-
care and improve skills related to safety and well-being. 
The targeted audience is families with children approximately 6-12 years old or other families who may 
feel that the information is important to them. 
The delivery method will be through community-based lessons conducted at a school or group setting 
which could include youth clubs, etc. All families participating in the project will receive a "Family 
Handbook" to be completed by the family for future reference. 
Japanese From Page 5 
4-H in the United States. Nebraska 4-H has been involved from the 
start. 
Doug Swanson, 4-H coordinator with UNL says, "Hosting an 
exchange student gives you the opportunity to experience a foreign 
culture right in your own community. You also learn a lot about your 
own culture because you have to try and explain the way we live. 
There are four local families participating in the program this 
summer. Kirt & Cheryl Card, Gregory & Shirley Clayton, Max & 
Joann McHale and Kent & Marsha Prior of Lincoln. 
"Not only the host family, but the whole community has a lot to gain 
from such an experience, so support your local host families," Swanson 
notes. To become involved in this program, contact Doug Swanson, 
4-H coordinator in the IANR, UNL at (402) 472-9021. (LJ) 
4-H council nominations due 
Jt!~ time to n.q,l11i!\~te ,p'eTsw;~~ ~o rewv§~.Ly'Sl!LQD.!~~ lQ93:-:9.4, -,," ,. 
Lancaster County 4-H Council. Al14-H members, in at least ninth 
grade, and leaders, are eligible to hold a position on the council and 
are encouraged to submit nominations. 
Each position is held for two years and members may be elected 
no more than two tenns. 
Seven new members will be elected this year to fill the positions 
of the following members who will complete a two year term. 
Area 1 
Russell Parrott-youth 
Area 3 
Joel Reddish-youth 
Gwen Thorpe-adult 
Area 2 
Stacey Nelson-youth 
Area 5 
Jim Tucker-adult 
Deb Brandt-adult 
Tim Byrne-youth 
Determining the educational needs of youth and deciding how to 
deliver programs to meet those needs is the purpose of the volun-
teers who serve on the 4-H Council. The council is also responsible 
for determining 4-H policies, establishing and appointing planning 
committees and finding resources to support 4-H events. Typically, 
there are nine meetings throughout the year. 
AlI4-H volunteers and 4-H members in ninth grade or older will 
be eligible to vote. Members will represent the areas of Lancaster 
County as indicated on the following map. (LJ) 
Area 1 27th Street Area 2 
Northwest II Northeast 
Area 5 
Van Dorn Street Lincoln VanDorn Street 
Area 3 
City Limits 
II Area 4 
Southwest 27th Street Southeast 
If you would be interested in becoming a trainer for the program, please indicate below or call Don 
Siffring or LaDeane Jha at the extension office. Training will be on October 4, from 1 - 4 p.m. with a repeat 
session the same day from 7 - 10 p.m. at the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Conference 
Center in Lancaster County. (DS/LJ) 
r----------------------~ r----------------------------------, 4-H Council Nominations 
"On Your Own in Rural Nebraska" 
__ I am interested in the training on October 4 and would prefer the __ afternoon 
__ I would like more information about the program. __ evemng 
NaDle __________________________________________________ _ 
Address __________________________________________ ___ 
Phone HODle ___________ Work __________ _ 
Please contact Don Sifjring, Ag Injury Coordinator at 441-6212 or 
LaDeane Jha, Extension Educator at 441-7180. (LJ) 
I nominate the following for consideration by the 4-H 
Council Nomination Committee: 
Area 1 (Northwest) Youth: _________ _ 
Area 2 (Northeast) Youth: __________ _ 
Area 3 (Southwest) Youth: _________ _ 
Adult __________ _ 
Area 5 (Lincoln) Youth: __________ _ 
Adult ___________ _ 
Adult: __________ _ 
L __________________________________ ~L _________________ -----. 
r 
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August 2 
County Fair Entry Day (Stationary Exhibits) - State Fair Park. ...................................... .4:00 - 8:00 p.m. ma~4~~ndriCks at (402) 441-7180. 
August 3-7 
Lancaster County Fair - State Fair Park 
August 9 
Aksarben Entries Due 
Don D. Miller 
Extension Educator, Lancaster County 
lftWue£.~ 
August 23 
Sewage Sludge Satellite Workshop ............................................................................... 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Extension Assistant, Computing and Communication 
Notice!!! 
New staff title signals change in Extension direction All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center unless noted otherwise. Use 
of commercial and trade names does not imply approval or constitute 
endorsement by the University of Nebraska Cooperati ve Extension in 
Lancaster County. Articles written by the staff of the University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County may be re-
printed without special permission if the source is acknowledged. For 
reprint information about other articles in the NEBLINE contact the 
source listed in the article. 
Changing the title of the This change should serve to 
Extension Agent to Extension reinforce other changes in recent 
Educator is just one of several years to operate in multi-county 
efforts by Cooperative Extension Extension Programming Units 
to address the critical issues facing which permit staff to specialize 
people, said Don Miller, University and address critical issues. Recent 
of Nebraska Extension Educator in agent affiliation with academic 
Lancaster County. departments on the campus further 
Members of the University of demonstrates commitment to help 
Nebraska Board of Regents ap- staff develop and carry out educa-
proved the title change, effective tional programs to meet local 
July 1, 1993, said Ken Bolen, dean needs, Bolen said. 
of Cooperative Extension at UNL. The NU Cooperative Exten-
The change in title emphasizes the sion mission is "to help Nebras-
educational role of extension staff kans address issues and needs 
throughout the state, he added. related to their economic, social 
Grain From Page 3 
and environmental well-being 
through educational programs 
based upon scientific research and 
knowledge." Cooperative Exten-
sion reaches approximately 
400,000 Nebraskans each year with 
direct educational 
contacts by extension personnel or 
volunteers. Extension's 4-H Youth 
Development Program reaches 
more than 88,000 youth represent-
ing one-third of Nebraska' s young 
people between 9 and 19 years of 
age. 
Fleas 
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be used in conjunction to control both the adult and larval stages. The following procedures will help 
cooler parts of the grain, usually to 15 degrees Fahrenheit from the alleviate a flea problem: 
on the surface in the winter and grain temperature. Once the fan 1. Treat the animal with an insecticide shampoo, dip, or spray that is labeled for pet use. Be sure to 
the center of the mass in spring. has been turned on, it must be follow label recommendations. After treatment, a flea collar can help repel fleas from your animal, but flea 
Moisture will cause mold to grow operated continuously until the collars alone will not totally protect your animal from getting bitten or infested. 
and "hot spots" to form within the temperature has moved entirely 2. Wash pet bedding in hot water. If animals sleep with a family member, this bedding must also be 
grain mass. Moldy grain is through the grain mass. washed. Vacuum carpets thoroughly, especially near where the animal sleeps. In addition, steam cleaning 
attractive to some insects and If grain is still in storage when carpets will eliminate organic debris and destroy larval fleas, too. There are some insecticide formulations 
infestations will occur in these temperatures are above 50 degrees on the marke(for use in steam cleaners. But, because heat causes insecticides to lose their effectiveness, the 
areas within the grain mass. Fahrenheit, grain should be addition of the insecticide may not be any more effective. 
To prevent this problem, inspected regillaily for insect 3. Insecticide spray treatrrlents can be used in carpets to reduce numbers of fleas. Products on the market 
aeration systems should be used,in infestations. Stored grain repre- include pyrethrins and chlorpyrifos (Dursban), that target the adult flea. Methoprene, a growth regulator, 
the fall and spring to gradually sents a major investment. Precau- prevents larval fleas from molting properly and turning into reproducing adults. There are several aerosol 
cool or warm the grain throughout tions taken before and as grain is formulations available that include both an insecticide and growth regulator that help control adult and 
the bin to eliminate temperature put into storage can pay dividends larval stages for maximum effectiveness. 
gradients. The aeration system later by helping to assure that 4. During the summer months, yards may need to be treated with an insecticide, (diazinon, chlopyrifos, 
should be initiated as soon as quality is maintained. (BPO) carbaryl) to prevent reinfestation. 
outside air temperature differs 10 It can take a lot of persistence to successfully control a severe infestation, because you may need to 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..:..... - - - - - - - -, repeat these procedures. Be sure to follow insecticide label directions carefully. (BPO) 
NEBLINE 
FEEDBACK 
FORM 
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in 
every issue of the NEBLINE. You can use this form to: 
I.-change your address andlor order a subscription 
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or held at the 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County 
3.-submit general comments andlor story ideas. 
General Information (please print): 
Name: ______________________________________ ___ 
Adilless: ____________________________________ __ 
City: _____________________ Zip: ______________ _ 
Home Phone: ______________ Daytime Phone: _____ _ 
Workshop Registration 
Register for Workshop/Program: __________________ ___ 
Date of Workshop/Program: ____________________ '---_ 
Time of Workshop/Program: 
Number of registrations: ___ at $ ___ each. 
Payment enclosed?: ____________________________ _ 
Please help make the NEBLINE your newsletter by letting us know 
what you would like to see in the NEBLINE, and how we can better 
serve your needs. 
Newsletter Information 
Address Change: 
L _____________________ _ 
Drinking water in flooded 
areas may be unsafe 
The Nebraska Department of Health urges residents in flooded 
areas of the state to have their drinking water tested. 
Water from flooded wells should be considered unsafe for 
drinking until bacteriological tests have been completed, said Allan 
Ackerman, supervisor of the Environmental Health Section at the 
department. 
Cloudiness or a change in taste and smell are signs of possible 
contamination, Ackerman said. If there is any indication that the 
water supply has been breached by flood waters, even without 
changes in water condition, a resident should obtain a water sample 
for testing. 
The State Health laboratory can supply bottles for water samples 
and testing instructions. 
If the well supplying drinking water is contaminated, it can be 
disinfected to remove bacteria, Ackerman said. While waiting for 
the results of the tests, residents should boil their drinking water for 
three to five minutes or obtain bottled water from an 
uncontaminated source. (DY) 
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Think before you eat 
- Remember to use personal 
hygiene practices whether travel-
ing or staying home. Prevention 
practices are the best safeguard 
against food-borne illness. 
Know when to see a doctor 
-If food-borne disease symp-
toms strike, see a doctor or get 
hospital help. If botulism is 
suspected, get medical help 
immediately. Botulinum toxin 
attacks the nervous system and can 
be fatal. It attacks the nervous 
system and causes double vision 
and difficulty with swallowing and 
breathing. Symptoms generally 
appear 4 to 36 hours after eating. 
- Mild cases of food poisoning . 
are characterized by diarrhea, 
'--------------------------------' nausea, vomiting and abdominal 
A message from Fireman Bill 
Well, August is here, and that 
signals the mid-way portion of 
summer and if you're planning a 
late vacation here are some fire 
safety reminders. 
Be fire smart! Investigate 
safety features for every motel you 
stay at. 
Be prepared! Locate fire exits, 
alarms and extinguishers nearest 
your room. 
Practice opening your guest 
room window, as this could 
provide an emergency exit point, a 
source of fresh air to breathe. 
Know where your room key is 
at all times, and be sure to take it 
with you if you leave the building 
in case of flIe. 
Remember myoid saying: 
"smoke detectors are real protec-
tors!" This goes for hotel and 
motel flIe safety as well! The 
Southeast Fire Department recom-
mends purchasing and properly 
using, testing, and maintaining a 
UL listed "travel" smoke detector. 
Remember: play it safe and make 
your summer vacation a memory, 
not a mishap. 
-Bill Montz, Jr., Fire Preven-
tionlPublic Relations Ole South-
east Fire Department 
cramps. Maintain liquid intake to 
replace fluids lost through vomit-
ing and diarrhea. (AH) 
Source: Julie Albrecht, Ph.D., 
Extension Food Specialist 
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